
Everything you believe comes from the combination of influences you've trusted since birth. As a 

young adult, you quickly learned not everyone could be trusted, and you must learn to trust 

yourself. Eventually, you learn the necessary of believing in something larger than you to move 

through a difficult situation. 

Trust is the most elusive concept to grasp in the midst of crisis or turmoil. Stressful situations 

challenge you to believe in a power higher than yourself, to believe in wisdom beyond any you can 

comprehend and call you to surrender to what you think you control. 

Not comfortable with the word trust? How about acceptance, as in you accept what you're going 

through as a necessary part of your development. How about confidence, as in you are confident 

you'll come through "this" and be stronger for the experience. How about belief, as in you feel so 

strongly about your mission, you KNOW you'll find an alternate route. 

Aside from love, trusting my journey is the most powerful frame of reference I possess. A highly 

proactive person, I won't wait for things to happen to me or for me. Occasionally this means 

coming head to head with how much control I don't have and surrendering when I'd rather fight. I 

live in a world of explicitly trust in all I experience as a gift that is meant to help me. I can count on 

one hand the people I've met willing to take the same kind of risks I have. It all boils down to what's 

most important. 

From the loss of my biological mother when I was a year and a half old, to an 18-year marriage to 

an alcoholic, and meeting my second husband in the most unlikely of ways, I trust in Creator/Great 

Spirit to have my back and guide me. 

Trust is the only thing to get you through a situation when you feel every coping skill you’ve 

learned suddenly seems useless. 

Knowing you can solve problems both in your scope of knowledge and outside your comfort zone 

is important. However, when you need to a build new skill under duress, it's east to let things 

compound to the point of feeling overwhelmed. Most folks understand feeling anger, being 

frightened or alone but what people don't expect is the exhaustion that accompanies such 

emotional exertion. 
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Do you live fearlessly by staying out of your comfort zone and seeking continual growth? Many 
of you signed up for your trials and tribulations much earlier than you realize. I believe a sacred 
arrangement had occurred before any of you took a human form. The infinite wisdom of your 
higher self (or spiritual twin) made an agreement to come into this world as a teacher with a 
message. This perspective is the only viable explanation I have for children leaving this world 
well before their time. I also believe people are carrying wounds throughout several lifetimes 
until they make peace and heal them. 

Every once in a while I feel tested without time to catch up from the last lesson. The constant 
bombardment of "stuff" to deal with is when it’s most difficult to trust. 

Such a deluge usually occurs when my resistance is high, and my ego wants to be in charge. 
I’ve kicked and screamed. I’ve dulled the pain recreationally. I’ve tested Great Spirit by taking 
foolish risks to prove how protected I was. I’ve questioned Source in a case or two (ok, 
dozens). I've experienced humility and gotten much better at walking with my tail between my 
legs. Regardless of how many people wanted to help me, I won't recognize anything until I'm 
darn good and ready. 

When trusting people unconditionally, I've felt disappointment, had my heart ripped out and, 
misjudged. Each extreme circumstance taught me how resilient I am. It took a long time to 
open my heart again, but each time I did, I’ve been able to learn something about myself 
through another person’s eyes. 

One thing I still wrestle with from time to time is trusting myself when my intellect takes over it 
gets in the way. When I mistakenly tell myself something isn’t likely or even worse that it's not 
possible, I set the stage for failure. There's a fine line between knowing what you're doing is 
right and believing what you’ve done is necessary. 

Learning to trust your journey is a life-long practice. You can grow through any situation when 
you make a choice to do so. It may never be as simple as you want, but it will be a valuable 
experience. Your mission is bigger than your fear. 
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Don't forget to check us out on Facebook at 
Healing Through Your Story. This Wednesday night we go 

LIVE at 6:30 pm EST. Join the conversation!


